IDS  Conference Call Minutes  
Aug 25 , 2014

Meeting was called to order at approximately 1:05:PM ET, (10:05am PT) Aug 25, 2014.

Attendees

Carmen Aubry (Oce Canon)  
Chris Gunnung (HP)  
Ira McDonald (High North)  
Brian Smithson (Ricoh)  
Bill Wagner TIC

Agenda Items

1. Intent of conference call was to solicit comments on the current MFD Protection Profile (PP) draft (Version 0.8.1). Since both IDS chair and vice-chair were not available, Ira acted as host. Brian Smithson, as a PP editor, provided his insight on the process and status of the PP development.

2. PP Review and Update Status

- Attempts to triage large quantity of comments by resolving some as editorial was not successful.
- NIAP - IPA consensus on certain points not yet reached
- NIAP has had MFD PP personnel changes
- Mid September date for final draft has been dropped. No new date has been offered.
- It is understood that NIAP will support the MFD PP until the process is complete.

3. Objections to Version 0.8.1

- As previously indicated, this version includes the wholesale importation of provisions from Network Intermediate Device and Full Disk Encoding PP. This has resulted in inappropriate as unreasonable requirements and is the source of most of the comments
- The draft addresses some old comments, with the resolution of some issues also prompting comments.
- One general cause for objections is the extensive categorization of features as optional, allowing these features to be implemented but disabled for test. In many cases these features will be used in operation, rendering PP certification invalid for the actual used configuration.
4. Next Steps

- The next set of meetings to review the comments with NIAP and IPA will be the Sixth CCUF - CCDB Workshop starting on Sept 2. This is followed by a CCCC meeting the next week.
- The next IDS Conference Call will be Sept 15. Brian will have a preliminary report on the Common Criteria meetings for this conference call.
- Next IDS Face - to - Face Meeting is Nov 4 - 6, 2014 in Waltham MA

Conference call was terminated at 2:30 PM ET.

Notes by Bill Wagner 25 August 2014